
From: Sridhar Reddy Methuku  
Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2021 12:00 PM 
To: Clerks Richmondhill clerks@richmondhill.ca ; Dan Terzievski 
dan.terzievski@richmondhill.ca ; Jeff Walters jeff.walters@richmondhill.ca ; Jeff 
Healey jeff.healey@richmondhill.ca ; Denis Beaulieu 
denis.beaulieu@richmondhill.ca ; Gus Galanis gus.galanis@richmondhill.ca ; 
Kelvin Kwan kelvin.kwan@richmondhill.ca  

Subject: Re: City files - D02-20017, D03 14008 D03-16002 

I am Sridhar Methuku, residing at 257 Harris Ave, Richmond Hill. 

This is in regards to City Files: D02-20017, D03-14008 and D03-16002. Please 
include this as correspondence for the  June 23 20021 Council meeting and 
include me as speaker also. 

I explained the history multiple times in my previous delegations to council and I 
am not going in to details now but want to remind  the part of history i.e Harris 
Beech Infill - MESP which enabled this applications brought forward by 
countrywide today - I have mentioned multiple time how I have been misled by 
City and the developer (Heathwood) responsible for the MESP , being misled 
about the feature on my property being lifted as result of MESP , I have made 
decisions based on misinformation that was provided to me, this misinformation 
subjected me and my family to severe stress which continues to our impact 
enjoyment/quality . 

I understand current applicant is not  responsible for the MESP but unfortunately 
is carrying the baggage of the history of their predecessor who assembled these 
lands, I firmly believe MESP also missed to include erosion caused on my 
neighbors and my property on southside of Harris due to  storm water drainage 
as result of filling of pond on north of Harris and multiple other fillings around me 
including filling in natural linkage section to south of me in natural linkage section 
which slopes towards back of my property. 

I want to thank Mr.Terzievski, Mr.Walters and the applicant for agreeing to 
redirect the storm water outlet to the east end of Harris. Based on my discussion 
I understand we have agreement from all parties including TRCA to redirect the 
storm water outlet . 

I also want to thank the applicant for agreeing to share information/expertise to 
possible extent to help me deal with the features that are being shown on my 
property.  

Consider the history of misinformation and land fills all around me --  I am 
requesting Council to request staff  to work with TRCA to fully lift the feature and 
grandfather in prior 2007 TRCA rules and consider prior walk of my property as I 
continue to work with staff and hiring a consultant to move forward. 
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Thanks, 
Sridhar Methuku 
257 Harris Avenue 
Richmond Hill, L4E3M3 


